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Abstract
Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) images provide insight into underlying
3D anatomies and facilitate treatment planning and evaluations in clinical orthodontics.
Establishing dense correspondence of CBCT images is a cornerstone for automatic attribute transfer and statistical shape analysis. In this paper, we propose a novel oblique
clustering forest-based metric for dense correspondence of CBCT images without prior
labeling. The binary partitions in branch nodes are initialized by the dominant principal component and refined by iterative point assignments. The randomly selected
feature channels and the binary partition are used to learn the oblique hyperplane as
the node splitting criterion. Instead of empirical forest learning, we provide a learning
bound of the oblique clustering forest, which considers both the clustering compactness
and the node splitting criteria determining tree traversals. We also propose a tree selection scheme under the guidance of the learning bound, which facilitates to obtain a
lightweight forest. An incremental forest refinement scheme is presented to account for
the growing available volumetric images. Quantitative evaluation confirms that the proposed method provides performance improvements for dense correspondences and the
transfer of volumetric attributes, including landmarks and segmentation maps of CBCT
images.

1

Introduction

The last decade has witnessed a rapid growth of 3D CBCT images in both the quantity and
quality in clinical orthodontics to measure shape variations of craniofacial structures, such as
c 2018. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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the mandible and teeth, due to orthodontic treatments and patient-specific growth [5, 26]. Establishing dense volumetric correspondence is a crucial step in a set of applications, including the statistical shape modeling [14] and the automatic transfer of predefined landmarks
and segmentation maps [11]. The CBCT images are of relatively low signal-to-noise ratio
due to limited radiation dose compared with CT images. The traditional nonrigid deformable
registration methods, such as B-spline [27] and Morphons [12, 32], realize the dense volumetric correspondence. However, the volumetric deformable registration is known to be
time-consuming considering the volumetric image metric and the online iterative optimizations. It is desirable to find a discriminative metric for accurate and efficient correspondence
of CBCT images.
The random forest is widely used in medical imaging for its robustness and efficiency
in online testing [11, 18, 28, 31, 38]. The classification and regression forests have been
used to obtain correspondences of volumetric images recently [11]. In order to reduce the
efforts of manual labeling, the pseudo labels obtained from the supervoxel decomposition
are used to train the random forest, whereas the labels from a single volumetric image impair the generalization of the random forest. The clustering forest-based metric has been
used for voxel or supervoxel-wise correspondences of CBCT images without prior labeling
[22, 23]. The forest-based metrics are iteratively refined by the geodesic coordinates [22]
or the mixed entropies [23]. The random forests aforementioned belong to the orthogonal
forests in which one feature channel is used in the binary partition functions stored in branch
nodes. The forests are composed of relatively deep decision trees with small leaves for a
nice discriminative capacity, which enlarges the model complexity. On the contrary, the
oblique forest [17, 34, 35] reduces the tree depth and the model complexity by virtue of
oblique hyperplane-based partition functions. There already exist supervised oblique forests
for tracking [35] and classification [24]. However, the underlying problem of building an
oblique clustering forest without prior labeling for affinity estimation is a challenging one.

1.1 Main Contribution
In this paper, we propose an oblique clustering forest-based metric for the dense supervoxelwise correspondence of CBCT images. We extend the splitting criterion from using traditional orthogonal hyperplanes to oblique hyperplanes to reduce the tree depth and the model
complexity. The oblique clustering forest is learned from the CBCT images without prior
labeling. In each node splitting, a binary partition is initialized by the signs of the dominant principal component (DPC) and refined by an iterative point assignment scheme for
fast convergence. The hyperplane parameters are optimized by a ridge regression, in which
the scalar parameter is optimized by maximizing the information gain of node splitting. We
further give theoretical data-dependent learning bound of the oblique clustering forest considering both the clustering compactness and the complexity of leaf assignments. A tree
selection scheme is proposed to obtain a lightweight forest, e.g., a forest with the number of
trees below a predefined value, under the guidance of the learning bound specifically for applications with limited available memory. An incremental ridge regression method is utilized
to refine the splitting criteria in branch nodes when given ever-growing available volumetric
images obtained in the clinical orthodontics. It is straightforward to define a forest-based
metric considering tree traversals and leaf assignments. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method in dense correspondence establishment and attribute transfer of CBCT
images. In sum, the main contributions are as follows:
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• An oblique clustering forest for dense volumetric correspondences of CBCT images.
• A tree selection scheme under the guidance of the learning bound of the oblique clustering forest for a lightweight model.
• An incremental forest refinement scheme to account for ever-growing available volumetric images to improve the generalization capacity.

2

Related Work

Volumetric Image Registration. Numerous works have addressed the 3D deformable image registration in the domain of medical image processing for several decades. The opensource 3D image registration packages, such as NiftyReg, are developed for head and neck
registration [29]. The B-spline free-form deformation algorithm of the package realizes the
block matching-based affine and deformable registrations with the normalized mutual information metric. In recent years, the demons technique using an adaptive intensity correction
has been used in the registration of CBCT and CT images for the photon therapy [36]. The
Morphons algorithm uses the local phase difference as a metric [12, 32] and is more robust
to intensity changes than the Demons algorithm. A diffeomorphic version of the Morphons
registration method has been proposed for the 3D deformable registration of CT and CBCT
images [13]. However, the 3D deformable image registration using traditional volumetric
image metrics, including the mutual information [15] or the normalized correlations [2], is
time-consuming for head CBCT images under a large-scale optimization framework.
Random Forest-Based Correspondence. The random forest as an ensemble of decision
trees is popular in the computer vision and medical image processing community for the atlas
encoding [38], image segmentation [18, 31], landmark location [28], and volumetric image
correspondence [11]. The regression forest-based method is utilized for the parameterizations of the anatomy localization [8]. The classification forest realizes the dense supervoxel
correspondences when given pseudo-labeling of voxels from the supervoxel decomposition
[11], which reduces the efforts of manual labeling. However, the generalization capacity of
the random forest is impaired by the limited annotations from one volumetric image. The
clustering forest is built in an unsupervised way based on the GINI impurity [4, 37] and the
multivariate Gaussian distribution [7]. The clustering forest has been used for the similarity
estimation of the motion trajectories [21], videos [7, 37], and volumetric images [22, 23].
Given the iteratively updated geodesic coordinates, the cascaded clustering forest is used to
estimate the voxel distribution and further the voxel-wise affinity [22]. The mixed metric
random forest (MMRF) introduces the weak labeling resulted from a clustering forest to discriminate the badly-clustered instances; the MMRF is fine-tuned by penalizing entropies of
both the classification and the clustering random forests [23]. The aforementioned random
forests using the orthogonal hyperplanes as splitting criteria are not efficient to obtain the
optimal splitting planes and result in deep decision trees. Although the splitting function
using one feature channel is easy to evaluate, the orthogonal decision tree often results in a
blocky decision boundary instead of the desired smooth one.
Oblique Random Forest. The oblique random forest utilizes more feature channels and performs the splitting via a linear operation, which is fast to locate the optimal splitting plane
and is effective to reduce the depth of the decision tree. The random forest with oblique hyperplanes is better than the orthogonal random forest in both the generalization capacity and
the model compactness [17]. However, the searching space for the optimal splitting function
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Figure 1: Flowchart of our system.
grows exponentially with hyperplane parameters. Earlier works on the oblique random forest
appeared in the 90s of the last century, including CART-LC [3] and randomized search OC1
[19], which employ heuristic search methods, such as the deterministic hill-climbing, to find
the oblique hyperplane. Since above methods only handle one dimension at a time, they are
limited to find the optimal hyperplane. Given predefined labels, the SVM and its variants,
the multi-surface proximal SVM [33], are feasible to find the optimal hyperplane, where
the PCA and LDA are used to generate new feature spaces [17, 34]. The feature projection
using eigenvalue decomposition in each branch node is time-consuming. An incremental
oblique random forest with an online update of the hyperplane is used for object tracking
[35] and image classification [24]. The oblique random forest aforementioned are mainly
for the supervised classification forest instead of the unsupervised clustering forest.

3 Methods
We propose an oblique clustering forest-based method for dense correspondence of CBCT
images. The input of our system is a set of craniofacial CBCT images V = {Vi|i=1,...,N }
(see Fig. 1). The goal is to estimate the pairwise dense correspondence between CBCT
images. Without loss of generality, we assume each CBCT image is over-segmented into
supervoxels. There is a supervoxel set S = {si|i=1,...,M } related to the volumetric image
dataset V. We employ the intensity histogram to encode the supervoxel appearance. The
chi-squared distances to supervoxels in the surrounding cube are also used to encode the
contextual information similar to [23]. Given the supervoxel decomposition, we cast the
problem as estimating supervoxel-wise distances f : Si × S j → A|Si |×|S j | , where Si and S j are
the supervoxel sets with respect to image i and j. The mapping function f in our system
is defined by an oblique clustering forest composed of nT trees for the affinity estimation,
T
and f = ∑nk=1
fk . The binary metric is used, where the distance between a supervoxel pair
Ak (si , s j ) = 0 when they share the same traversal path to leaf nodes, and 1 otherwise.

3.1 Oblique Clustering Forest
An oblique clustering forest is an ensemble of decision trees with oblique hyperplane-based
splitting criteria. Instead of the orthogonal hyperplane determined by one feature channel,
the oblique decision tree utilizes a group of features channels to find the optimal hyperplane
for node splitting. When given a novel instance, its traversal path is determined by the
binary splitting functions stored in branch nodes. The binary splitting functions are obtained
recursively in the training stage. Let L denote the feature family of supervoxels, including
intensity-based appearance and contextual features. When building the i-th decision tree, we
first randomly sample the training data Si∗ ∈ S with a replacement from the entire supervoxel
dataset set S. For the j-th branch node, a feature subset L j ∈ L is randomly sampled. The
data in the j-th node is denoted as Si, j ∈ R|Si, j |×|L j | . The binary splitting function τi, j is
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defined by an oblique hyperplane, and τi, j (s) = [wT s − b > 0] with the parameters (w, b). [·]
is a heaviside function.
In our system, the oblique clustering forest is learned from a supervoxel set without
prior labeling. Since the DPC p∗ provides a continuous prior indication function of 2-way
clustering [9], we initialize the binary labels as follows:
{
y(s) =

1, sT p∗ ≥ 0,
−1, sT p∗ < 0.

(1)

Since only the DPC is required, the iterative power method is utilized to solve p∗ of the
(k)
(k−1)
(k−1)
supervoxel set Si, j , and p∗ = Si, j p∗
/∥Si, j p∗
∥ in the k−th iteration. Instead of using
Forgy’s random partition [10] for centroid seeds, we initialize seeds by the DPC, µk|k=±1 =
1/nk ∑y(s)=k s. nk denotes the number of supervoxels in cluster k. We perform the centroid update and point assignments iteratively to refine the 2-way clustering as the k-means method.
The sign function (Eq. 1) defined by the DPC helps to realize fast convergence of the binary
partition in our experiments.
The linear SVM as a binary classifier is suitable for node splitting. The normal vector w ∈ R|L j | and a scalar b ∈ R determine the hyperplane. The samples are split into
the left or right children nodes according to which side of the hyperplane they lie. Given
the previous labeling, the hyperplane parameters are learnt by minimizing λ2 (∥w∥2 + b2 ) +
|S |

i, j
∑i=1 max(0, 1 − yi (wT si − b)), where λ is a regularization parameter. The ridge regression
gives a close-form solution of the above problem.

1
2

w∗ = (Si,T j Si, j + λ I)−1 Si,T j y,

(2)

where w∗ = [b w]. In order to maximize the information gain of the node splitting, the hyperplane is refined by exhaustively searching the scalar b to maximize the information gain
I. Ii, j = − ∑k=0,1 αk tr(Σ(Si,k j )). The trace operator is used to tackle the ubiquitous rank deficiency of the covariance matrix Σ of data Si,k j in left and right children nodes [21]. The scalar
weight αk = |Si,k j |/ ∑k=0,1 |Si,k j |, which is defined by the node cardinality. We randomly sample a set of scalar values of b, and identify the one to maximize I. The procedure to build the
oblique clustering forest is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Oblique Clustering Forest
Input:Supervoxel set S, forest size nT
Output:Oblique clustering forest
1: for i = 1 : nT do
2:
Randomly sample a supervoxel set Si∗ ∈ S ;
3:
for Each node splitting do
4:
Estimate the DPC and initialize the binary partition (Eq. 1);
5:
Refine the binary partition;
6:
Estimate the hyperplane (Eq. 2);
7:
Exhaustively search the scalar b and identify the one maximizing the information gain;
8:
Split the current node;
9:
end for
10: end for
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3.2 Generalizability and Tree Selection
Despite the empirical success of the forest-based metric, a major challenge is to get theoretical guarantees about the efficiency and quality of the forest-based metric for the dense
correspondence. We analyze the complexity of the clustering hypothesis of the oblique clustering forest and give a data-dependent learning bound. Leaf nodes of each oblique decision
tree provide a partition of the data. The loss function of the clustering compactness with nl
nl
r(s, l j )u j (s), and u j (s) = 1/n j ∥s − µ j ∥2 . n j and µ j denote the number
leaf node h(s) = ∑ j=1
of instances and the centroid of the leaf j. The binary function r indicates the leaf assignment, and r(s, l) = 1 when supervoxel s is assigned to the leaf node l. The hypothesis of the
oblique clustering tree is defined by the centroid vector (µ1 , . . . , µnl ) of nl leaf nodes. Let D
denote the data domain. The training supervoxel data S ∈ D.
Definition 3.1. For an independent distributed data set S = {si|i=1,...,n }, and S ∈ D, if H is a
class of clustering hypotheses of oblique trees on D, the Rademacher complexity
nl
n
1
1 n
R(H) = Eσ sup ∑ σi h(si ) = Eσ sup ∑ σi ∑ r(si , l j )∥si − µ j ∥2 /n j .
h∈H i=1 n
h∈H n i=1
j=1

(3)

where σ is an i.i.d random variable set to 1 or -1 with the probability p ∈ [0, 12 ], an 0 with
the probability 1 − 2p.
Theorem 3.2. For an oblique clustering tree, any independently distributed instance set
S = {si|i=1,...,n }, S ∈ D, and δ > 0, with probability of at least 1 − δ , the following holds
Ex h(x) ≤


1 n
∑ h(si )+
n i=1


√

√
 √

 4 π /2a2
2ν j (β log ηe + log( β + Ba j ) + log √2n ) 


j
+
.
∑
3


n
j=1 
n j2
|
{z
}
| {z }
Lea f Assignment
nl

(4)

Lea f Compactness

The learning bound (Eq. 4) of the oblique clustering tree includes two terms regarding
the clustering compactness and the leaf assignments. a j denotes the data radius of the leaf
node l j , and ∥s∥ ≤ a j when r(s, l j ) = 1. ν j denotes the depth of the leaf j. β is the cardinality
of feature channels used in estimating splitting criteria and set to |L|. η = β /|L| regarding a
feature family L. The first term on the leaf compactness is determined by the leaf radius a j
and the leaf size n j . The compact leaf nodes imply that the data-dependent upper bound of
the oblique clustering tree is low. The second term is associated with the leaf assignment of
oblique clustering trees, which is related to the principal-component-based binary partition
and the linear SVM-based hyperplane estimation.
The β -dimensional principal component
√
analysis has a Rademacher complexity of 2 β /n [16]. The linear SVM has a complexity
( |)
√
ways to choose β feature channels from
of 2Ba j / n, and ∥w∥ ≤ B [25]. There are |L
β
(|L|) ( |L|e )β
L, and β ≤ β
. According to Massart’s lemma, the Rademacher complexity of
√
νj
log Λrk )/n in terms of the growth function Λrk .
the leaf assignments R(R j ) ≤ (2 ∑k=1
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( |) ( √
√ )
2
Since log Λrk ≤ log |L
β
/n
+
2Ba
/
n , we derive the second term of the learning
j
β
bound regarding the leaf assignment as in Eq. 4. Since oblique clustering trees tend to
be shallow and have large leaves compared with the orthogonal decision trees, the learning
bound implies that the oblique tree has lower complexity than the orthogonal one.
Tree Selection. Given the learning bound in Theorem 3.2, we propose a tree selection
scheme to generate a lightweight forest, e.g., a forest with the number of trees below a
predefined value, which helps to downsize the forest model specifically for the applications
with limited available memory. Considering learning a clustering forest with nT trees, we
first construct the oblique forest with ñ trees (ñ > nT ) as described in algorithm 1. Second,
the learning bounds (Eq. 4) of all oblique trees are sorted. Finally, the first nT trees with the
lowest learning bound are selected to build the final oblique clustering forest. As Breimann
has stated in his pioneering work, the forest surely converges with increasing forest size [4].
However, when given limited memory in online applications, we would like to reduce the
forest size. The learning bound as stated in Theorem 3.2 gives a guide for the tree selection. The oblique clustering tree with the small learning bound is prone to be shallow and
with compact leaf nodes. The tree selection brings additional computational complexities
regarding the learning bound estimation. Since the learning bound only relies on the leaf
size n j , the data radius a j , the tree depth ν j , and the number of feature channels β used in
node splitting, the learning bound estimation is efficient in our system.

3.3

Online Forest Update

It is intuitive that the online forest update given the newly available volumetric images is
helpful to improve the generalization capacity. We propose an incremental update method
of the oblique clustering forest. When given new CBCT images V̂ and accompanying supervoxel set Ŝ, the node splitting functions are updated accordingly. The model update starts
from the root node. We first incrementally update the DPC using Oja’s algorithm [20]. When
(t+1)
given new data Ŝi∗ of the tree i, the newly updated DPC p∗
of the root node is obtained
as follows:
(t)
(t)
p∗ + γ ŜiT∗ Ŝi∗ p∗
(t+1)
p∗
= (t)
,
(5)
(t)
∥p∗ + γ ŜiT∗ Ŝi∗ p∗ ∥
1
. The instance labels of the newly added data are
where γ is a learning rate set at |S ∗ |+|
Ŝi∗ |
i
defined as
{
(t+1)
1, ŝT p∗
≥ 0 and arg mink ∥ŝ − µk ∥ = 1,
ŷ(ŝ) =
(6)
(t+1)
T
−1, ŝ p∗
< 0 and arg mink ∥ŝ − µk ∥ = −1.

µk|k=±1 denotes the clustering centroid, which is updated when given the additional data.
|Sik∗ |
|Ŝik∗ |
(t)
µ + |Sk |+|
µ̂ , and µ̂k = |Ŝ1k | ∑ŷ(ŝ)=k ŝ. |Sik∗ | and |Ŝik∗ | are the cardinaliŜik∗ | k
|Sik∗ |+|Ŝik∗ | k
∗
i
i∗
ties of the supervoxel set Sik∗ used to estimate the hyper-parameters w∗ and the newly added
data Ŝik∗ of cluster k. The hyper-parameters are updated when given the new data (Ŝi∗ , ŷ).
(t+1)

µk

=

([

w∗ =

Si∗
Ŝi∗

]T [

Si∗
Ŝi∗

)−1 [

]
+λI

Si∗
Ŝi∗

]T [

y
ŷ

]
.

(7)

The incremental update of hyper-parameters can be rewritten as
(t+1)

w∗

(t)

(t)

= w∗ +C(t) w∗ + A(t+1) ŜiT∗ ŷ,

(8)
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where A(0) = (SiT∗ Si∗ + λ I)−1 , and A(t+1) = A(t) − A(t) ŜiT∗ (I + Ŝi∗ A(t) ŜiT∗ )−1 Ŝi∗ A(t) . C(t) =
−A(t) ŜiT∗ (I + Ŝi∗ A(t) ŜiT∗ )−1 Ŝi∗ . The formulation (Eq. 8) only make use of the newly added
data (Ŝi∗ , ŷ) to update the parameters of the oblique hyperplane. We only need to store A(t) ,
the cardinality, and the centroid µ±1 of the binary partition. Given the updated splitting criteria in the root node, Si∗ is recursively assigned to left and right children nodes. The newly
added data are assigned binary labels (Eq. 6), and then used to update the hyperplanes (Eq.
7 and 8).

4 Experiments
The dataset includes 50 clinically captured CBCT images. The CBCT images are captured
by NewTom scanner and re-sampled to a resolution of 250 × 250 × 238. The voxel size is
0.8×0.8×0.8 mm3 . CBCT images are decomposed to supervoxels using the SLIC algorithm
[1]. Each CBCT image is decomposed into 20k supervoxel; the compactness parameter is
set at 10. We employ the proposed oblique clustering forest to estimate pairwise affinities
and correspondences between CBCT images, where the supervoxel pair sharing the same
traversal path are assumed to be similar.
Segmentation Map Transfer. We perform the segmentation map transfer of the mandible
and the maxilla. We evaluate the map transfer by the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and
the average Hausdorff distance (AHD) as shown in Table 1. We compare with the binary
partition and hyperplane learning using the DPC only (Eq. 1), with iterative refinement (IR),
with additional scalar searching (IR-SS), the oblique forest with the tree selection (OFTS)
(Section 3.2), and the oblique forest with the online update (OFOU) (Section 3.3). As we
can see, the iterative refinement of the binary partition and the scalar searching are helpful
to improve the transfer accuracies. For the forest with 50 trees, the OFTS outperforms the
IR-SS without tree selections. We think the reason is that the trees minimizing the leaning
bound tend to have compact leaves and help to identify the accurate correspondences. We
also compare with the OFOU, where the splitting criteria are updated when given newly
available CBCT images. Note the tree structures do not change during the online update.
The newly available images are helpful to improve the correspondence solving as shown in
Table 1. Furthermore, the proposed method improves the separation of the mandible and the
maxilla when faced with the intercuspation as shown in Fig.2 (with error regions blocked).
Table 1: Segmentation map transfer using the DPC, IR, IR-SS, OFTS, and OFOU methods.

Mandible
Maxilla

DPC
87.9
93.0

IR
89.1
94.1

DSC (%)
IR-SS OFTS
90.6
92.0
94.5
95.2

OFOU
92.9
95.4

DPC
4.45
3.14

AHD (×10−1 mm)
IR
IR-SS OFTS
4.32
4.03
3.92
2.89
2.45
2.44

OFOU
3.30
2.41

Landmark Transfer. Given the dense correspondences between images, it is intuitive to
transfer the predefined landmarks from the reference image to novel ones. The transfer accuracy is given by e = nq /na . na denotes the total number of testing images. nq denotes
the number of testing images in which the supervoxel enclosing the ground truth landmark
occurs in the q nearest matching supervoxels. The transfer results of four landmarks, i.e. ec,
zy, ns, gn, are shown in Fig. 3 (a-d). Similar to the segmentation map transfer, the IR and the
SS are helpful to improve the oblique hyperplane learning. Moreover, given a fixed forest
size, the oblique forest obtained using tree selections outperforms the one without tree se-
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Figure 2: Correspondences (top) and segmentation map transfer (bottom) from (a) the reference to the target image using (b) DPC, (c) IR, (d) IR-SS, (e) OFTS, and (f) OFOU methods.

Figure 3: Landmark transfer accuracy of (a) ec, (b) zy, (c) ns, and (d) gn with q ranging from
2 to 10. (e) Comparisons with the CO [30], the PF [6], the CLA [11], and the MMRF [23]
methods. (f) The binary partition errors with increasing numbers of iterations. Landmark
transfer accuracies using (g) different numbers of trees and (h) sizes of leaf nodes.

lections. The OFOU facilitates to improve the generalization capacity and correspondences,
achieving the best performances in almost all landmark transfer experiments.
Compare with Other Methods. The proposed method is compared with the state-of-the-art
label transfer methods, including the convex optimization (CO) [30], the patch-based fusion
(PF) [6], the classification forests (CLA) [11], and the MMRF [23] (Fig.3(e)). The proposed
method achieves comparable performances in the segmentation map transfer of the maxilla
and the mandible. Note the oblique forest is more shallow than other forest-based methods.
The average leaf size of the oblique clustering forest is 200 vs. 5-20 of the orthogonal
clustering forests [23], which helps to reduce the model complexity.
Parameter Analysis. We use the iterative point assignment to refine the binary partition
initialized by the DPC, which facilitate a fast convergence compared with the Forgy’s random
partition (Fig. 3(f)). As Breimann stated in his pioneering work, the random forest almost
surely converges when given an increasing number of trees [4]. As shown in Fig. 3(g),
the landmark transfer accuracies increase with the forest size. The oblique forest is known
to be more feasible to get the optimal binary node splitting criteria. The oblique forest
produces good transfer performances with a comparatively large leaf size, set to 200 in our
experiments, and a low model complexity (see Fig. 3(h)).
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5

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel correspondence solving approach of CBCT images using
the oblique clustering forest. By virtue of the tree selection under the guidance of a learning
bound of oblique decision trees and an online update scheme, the proposed method is feasible to establish correspondences between volumetric images and further attribute transfer.
Experiments demonstrate the proposed method is effective in both reducing model complexities and achieving performance improvements compared with state-of-the-arts.
Acknowledgement. This work was supported by NSFC 61272342, 61632003, 81371192,
ISTCPC 2014DFA31800, and NKTRDPC 2017YFB1002601.
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